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0. Introduction 
In his important work on the ends of finitely generated groups, Stallings (see [ 11 
or [6] ) proved the following theorem 
Structure Theorem. Let G be a jkitely generated group with more tharl oue eltd, 
t/z erj either 
(CY) G is a free prodttct with anza~anzatiori, G = X *K Y with K $kite aud K # X, 
K # Y, or 
(0) G is an I-INN-group, G = (X, z IK” = L > with K finite. 
The factors X (and Y) are easily seen to be finitely generated. Stalling’s result is 
usually stated for groups with infinitely many ends, but a group with two ends satis- 
fies either (a) with K of index two in X and Y or (0) with K = L = X (see [6] ). In 
(0) it is allowed that X = ( 1). 
If X (or Y) has more than one end, it can itself be factorized, and so on. If this 
procedure stops, G is called accessible. Using the theory due to Bass and Serre (see 
[2] ) of graphs of groups, an accessible group is precisely one which is the fundamcn- 
tal group of a finite graph of groups in which the edge groups are finite and the ver- 
tex groups have at most one end. C.T.C. Wall [7] conjectured that every finitely ge- 
nerated group is accessible. A proof of this conjecture would entail generalizing 
Gruschko’s Theorem (see [l] ) to free products with finite amalgamations. 
Let M be a right ZG-module and let Der(G,M) denote the set of all right deriva- 
tions d : G + M. These are the mappings which satisfy the rule 
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for all x, J’ E G. Now if b1 is a two-sided ZG-module, then Der(G, M) is a kft G- 
module. Thus, for g E G, gd : G + M is the mapping for which y(gd) = g(j$ Let 
D(G) = Der(G, ZG) and A(G) = Z 8 ,,D(G) where Z is given the trivial structure as 
a right ZG-module. The object of this paper is to investigate he structure of A(G) 
and show that it contains information about whether G is accessible or not. Thus it 
will be proved that if G is accessible, then A(G) is finitely generated, and that if G 
is almost finitely presented and A(G) is finitely generated, then G is accessible. 
Let In D(G) denote the set of inner derivations d : G + ZG. This is the submodule 
of D(G) generated by eG : G + ZG, xeG = 1 -x, x E G. Now 
D(G)/In D(G) s H’(f :, ZG) 
(see [3] , $3.5) and Z 8 In D(G) is cyclic. Hence A(G) is finitely generated if and 
only if ZazGH1(G, ZG) i 3 finitely generated. The structure of H1(G, ZG) as a ZG- 
module was originally discussed by Whitehead [8]. 
1. The abelian group A(G) 
Throughout G will denote a finibely generated group. 
Cohen ([l] , p. 60) has demonstrated the relation between D(G) and the ahnost 
invariant subsets of G, which is described here in some detail. 
Let ZG be the set of mappings from G to Z. We regard z as a two-sided ZG- ..- 
module by defining, for cy, /3 E ZG, x,g, h E G 
x(a!+p)=xa+xp, x(gdt)=(g-hh-‘)a. 
(Mappings are written on the right.) Note that if cy is written as an infinite formal 
sum cy = En,x over the elements of G, where 11~ =xcy, then g& = Xrl,gxh. 
If S is a subset of G, let xs : G + Z be its characteristic function, i.e. xa = 1 if 
xES, xu=Oifx$X 
If QI, fl E z, we write a c fl if xcy = xfl for all but a finite number of x E G. 
Definition. An element (Y of z is said to be almost invariant if CII f ag for every 
g E G. A subset S of G is said to be almost invariant if Q is ahllost invariant. 
Lemma 1.1. T&e set M(G) of almost invariarlt elemertts qf %?’ ,fom a kft s~tbmxlrtle 
of ZG generated bJ1 the characteristic fuwctiom of almost iwariarlt strbsets of G. 
There is arz epimwpllism 0 : M(G) + D(G) of left ZG-nwduks, whose kerrtcl is 
the set C(G) of cortstattt mappings. 
Proof. Clearly M(G) is a left submodule of z. Suppose clEM(G). Let Ei= {X Ixcw=~). 
Now a 5 ocg for every g E G. Hence Ei is almost invariant. Also G is finitely generated, 
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their inverses. By ~~ilsid~rin~ 
rd, it can be seen that ga = UQ for 
but a finite number of i and M(G) 
tions of the almost invariant subsets of G. 
has finite support, and so can be re- 
Also 0 is a homormophism of left ZG-modules, ince clearly 0 is additive. and if 
x,gEG, aEM( 
x(&m) = g(xolo ) = g(a - ax) = gaf - gae = x(gtk)O .
If MY is the zero mapping, then (;II = au: for every x E G, and so ar is a constant map- -- 
ping. Finally 0 is surjective. For suppose dED(G). Let c11 E ZG be defined as t’ollows: 
xa = coefficient of x in xd , 
G). For if g E G, 
x(w) = (xg- l )oi = coeff. of xg- I in (xg- l )d 
= coeff. of xg-l in xdg-* +g+I . 
But this is equal to the coefficient of x in ,rtl unless x has non-zero coefficient ill 
g%!g, which is true for only a finite number of elements x E G. Also, for g E G 
g(a--ax)=gw-“(gx~-‘)cr 
= cocff. of g in gci -- coeff. of gx - 1 in (gx- 1 )d 
= coeff. ofgx - 1 in x +.I . 
Now .r--‘d = -.ulx-- 1 . f lencc 
g(a! - 0x) = coeff. ofg in xd . 
Thus ar - azr = x4!, cll0 = d and so 0 is surjective. 
The structure ofD(G) ~rld _ 1(G) in some simple cases can now be determined. 
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Lemma 1.2. Let G be a finitegroup, G = l&, 82, . . . . gk}. Put w =gl + g2 + . . . +gk, 
then 
D(G) S+ ZG/ZGw and A(G) = Z, , 
where Z, denotes the cyclic grc up of order k. 
Proof. Since G is finite, M(G) = z = ZG and C(G) = Zw = ZGw. The result follows 
immediately. 
Lemma 1.3. If G has one end. then D(G) s ZG and A(G) 2 Z. 
Proof. Since every almost in*;a.iiant subset of G is finite or has finite complement 
(see [i’ ] ), it follows that M( 7) is generated by XG and ~(~1, the characteristic func- 
tions of G and { 1). Now x 1 l) generates a submodule of M(G) isomorphic to Z(G) 
and XC generates C(G). In tact it is easy to see that M(G) s C(G) @ ZG and the 
result follows from Lemma 1.1. 
2. The functor A 
Lemma 2.1. Let H be a finitely generated subgroup of :G. There is a canonical iso- 
morp.!rism of left ZG-modules 
v : Der(H, ZG) + ZGSWD(H) . 
Proof. Choose a left transversal T for H in G. Let d E Der(H, ZG). For each t E 7’ 
let d, : H + ZH be given by 
hd= c thd,. 
tE.T 
It is easy to check that d, is a derivation for each t E 7’. Also, a derivation is deter- 
mined by its values on a generating set. Since H is finitely generated, it follows that 
J, = 0 fOi_ almost all t E T. Let 
dv= c t@dt. 
tc;T 
It is easy to check that v is bijective and independent of T. Ifg E G, the set 
7’ = kt It E T} is a left transversal of H in G. Hence gd = && @ (gd),n. Now if 
t’ = gt, d, = (gd),,. Hence 
(gdjv = Cgt~d,=gtf;TIldy=g(dv). 
tET 
Let $ : D(G) -+ ZG a D(H), I/ = pv, where p : Der(G, ZG) -+ Der(H, ZG) is the 
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restriction mapping. It can be seen that $ induces a homomorphism 
~‘:Z~D(G)~Z~(ZG~D(H))=Z~D(H). 
Thus, if c : H + G is the inclusion mapping, we have defined a homomorphism 
A(t)= $‘:A(G)-+A(H). 
Theorem 2.2. A is a contravariant fttnctor from the category of firzitely generated 
groups, in which nzorphisrns are inclusion r-rlappings, to the category of abelian 
groups. 
The proof is straightforward, if it is noted that ifk’ <II < G, then the product 
of a left transversal for H in G and a left transversal for K in H is a left transversal 
tar K in G. 
3 ,emma 2.3. Let H be a finitely generated subgrotrp of G and let c : H + G be the 
irzclusion mappirzg. lj’H has at most one end, then A(L) : A(G) + A(H) is stcrjective. 
Proof. Let eG : G -+ ZG be the mapping for which xeG = 1 - x, x E G, then 
fzG’ ED(G). It is easy to see that q$ = 1 @ Q, and hence (1 63 e&i(c) = 1 @ E/j. 
But Jq = x(r) - ~1~) Iz. It follows from the proofs of Lemmas 1.2 and 1.3 that if 
H has at most one end, then 18 eH generates A(H). Hence A@) is surjective. 
3. The structure of A(G) when G has more than one end 
First we state without proof an easy lemma on derivations. 
Lemma 3.1. Let G be a group with gerleratiug set S arid with R as a set (!f’tfefi’llillg 
relations (R is a set of words irr S U S- 1 j. Let R be a right ZG-module and let 
d : S + B be a mapping. Extend d to a ruappirlg r!f‘ the set oaf words iir S U S-’ b>l 
the formulae 
(s- l)d = --sds-- * 
9 
SES 
( wy )d = wdy + _lYl , where w is a word iii S U Sui am1 
+XXJS--* . 
!f: jtir each r E R, rd = 0, the/l d induces a clerivatim j~~)nl G irzto B. 
The structure theorem indicates that if G has more than one end, then there tire 
two possibilities. 
(a) G = x *K Y, where K is jmitr, K f X, K $I Y. 
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There is a pushout diagram 
i2 I i il i2 Y- G 
of inclusion mappings. Note that X and Y are finitely generated (see [4] , Theorem 4). 




is a pullback diagram. 
Proof. Consider the sequence 
0 + D(G) (px, py) 
w 
- Der(X, ZG) @ Der( Y, ZG) 
(-,,) 
- Der(K, ZG) + 0 
where px, p y, px, py are the appropriate restriction mappings. This sequence is
exact. For, by Lemma 3.1, derivations d, E Der(X, ZG), d, E Der(Y, ZG) can be 
extended uniquely to G if and only if they are equal on K. Also Der(K, ZG) 
= ZG @ D(K), is generated as a ZG-module by Q. But 
C-IX 
@x,0) -I_cy = eK . ( ) 
From the above xact sequence, we obtain, using Lemma 2.1, the exact sequence 
Toq(Z,D)+A(G)+A(X)@A(Y)+A(K)+O, 
where 6) = Der(K, ZG). Now, from Lemma 1.2, 
D= ZG@ D(K)% ZG/ZGw, 
where w is the sum of the’elcments in A”. From the exact sequence 
O-+ZGw+ZG+D+O, 
we obtain the exact sequence 
Tor 1 (Z, ZG) + Tor 1 (2, D) + Z 8 ZGw -+ Z @ Zc8‘ + Z @ D + 0 , 
i.e. 
0 + Tor,(Z,D) + Z + Z + Z,, -+ 0 
where II is the order of K. Thus Tor l(Z, D) = 0 and the theorem is proved. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.@r, A&) and A(iZ) are wjective. The result follows immediately 
from Theorem 3.2. 
(j?) G = W, z; Kz = L), K finite. 
Ia is not difficult to prove that, since G is finitely generated, X must be also. 
Let d E Der(X, ZG). Define 
d’:K-*ZG 
kd’ = (z-*kz)dz-1 .
Then d’ t De@, ZG). For 
(z-~k~k*z)dz-~ = (z-‘k*z)dz-‘k* + (z-*k*z)dz-~ 
for every k, , k2 E K. Defille 
r)x : Der(X, ZG) + Der(K, ZG) 
dqu =dJK- d’. 
Clearly qx is a homomorphism of left ZG-modules. Let qt : ZG + Der(K, ZG) be 
defined by q = UcK for U E ZG. Let px : D(G) + Der(X, ZG) be the restriction 
mapping, and let p1 : o(G) + ZG be given by 
dp1 
= -z&-l 
for d ED(G). Now for k E K 
(z-lkz)d =-zdz-lkz+kdz+zd. 
Hence 
kd - (z-‘kz)dz-l = -zdz-I(1 - k), 
i.e. k(dpXqX) = k(dp 1 TQ ). Thus the diagram 
D(G) 




Der(X, ZG) ” 
I 
-+ Der(K, ZG) 
is commutative. 
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Theorem 3.4. The diagram 
is a pullback diagram. (Note bhat although 18 px = ACj,y), where jx : X + G is the 
inclusion mapping, 1 @ qx is blot necess;:.?ly equal to A(+) where iK is the inch4sion 
mapping 0fK in X.) 
Proof. Consider the sequem \: 
Ql 
0 -+ D(G) 
(P14Jx) 
5 ZG @ Der(X, ZG) 
(-)7x) 
-+ Der(K, ZG) + 0. 
Since Pllll - PXVX = 0, the product of each pair of consecutive mappings is zero. 
Also, if d E Der(X, ZG) and u E ZG, then it follows from Lemma 3.1 that d can be 
extended uniquely to a derivation d, E D(G) for which -zdlz-l = u if ant1 r\nly if 
kd -- (z-lkz)dz-l = u( 1 -- k) for each k E K, i.e. if and only if tq - dvx = 0. It 
follows that the above sequence is exact, since clearly ql is surjective. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.3, it follows that there is an exact sequence 
Torl(Z,D)-+A(G)+A(X)@Z+A(K)+O. 
But it has been shown that Tor ,(Z, D) = 0, and the theorem is proved. 
Corollary 3.5. rfix : X+ G is the inclusion mapping, then A(jx) : A(G) + A(X) is 
surjective with non-trivial kerna!. 
Proof. This follows because la q1 : Z -+ A(K) is sur ective with non-trivial kernel. 
With the aid of Theorems 3.2 and 4.3 it is possib e to compute A(G) for any 
accessible group G. 
Theorem 3.6. If G is accessible, then A(G) is .finitel:l generated. 
Proof. Suppose G is the fundamental group of a finite graph of groups, in which the 
edge groups are finite and the vertex groups G,, G,? . . . . G,, each have at most one 
end. Suppose the graph has e edges and u vertices, and put p = e -- u + 1. By Theo- 
rems 3.4 and 3.6 it follows that A(G) is isomorphic to a subgroup of A(G 1) * A(G$ 
Lb . . . CJ A(GJ ‘fj 2Y, where Zp denotes the direct sum of p copies of Z. But by Lem- 
mas 1.2 and 1.3, A@+ is cyclic for i = 1, 2, . . . . II. Hence A(G) is finitely generated 
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Definition. A subgroup H of G is called a factor of G, if there is a finite sequence of 
subgroups of G, 
G = X0 > X, > . . . > Xjt = H 
where either K. 
Theorem 3.7. If A(C) is firtitc@ gcrtewtd, tltcrt eitltcr 
(i) G is accessible, 
or (ii) G has a jhite subgmtry F cvrttairtd itt art infinite ,factor H, artd 
A(c) : A(H) + A(F) is att isortturphisnt. 
Proof. If G has at most one end then G is accessible. Suppose G has more than one 
end. Thus G has one of the decompositions described in the structure theorem. It‘ 
G=XQ. Y with K finite, K f X, K # Y, and condition (ii) is not satisfied, then, bj 
Theorem 3.2, the mappings A(G) + A(X), A(G) --, A( Yj arc surjective with non- 
trivial kemels. Similarly if G = (X, z; KZ = L) with K finite, then, by Theorem 3.4. 
the mapping A(G) -+ A(X) is surjective with non-trivial kernel. Since ,4(G) is a fini- 
tely generated abelian group, there can be no infinite sequence 
A(G)+A(XI)+A(X2)-+ ..- 
where each mapping is surjcctive with non-trivial kernel. Hence the process of suc- 
cessively decomposing the factors of G must terminate, and so G is accessible. 
4. Almost finitely presented groups 
Following Stallings [S] , call a group G almost finite11 presented if there is some 
finite simplicial complex K with regular-overing space K, having G as its goup ot 
covering translations and such that HI(K) = 0 with Z, coefficients. Thus K is con- 
nected, locally finite and G acts freely on K. It may as well be assumed that h’ is two- 
dimensional. 
Every finitely presented group is almos:finitely presented [S, (3.3)]. 
Using Z2 coefficients, an it-cochain of K can be regarded as a set of /z-simplexes. 
Let h’be a 0-cochain. Let E* denote its complement, then 6E, the coboundary of1:‘. 
consists of those I-simplcxes which have one vertex in E and one vertex in !-?. The 
set E is said to be connected if each pair of vertices of E can be joined by d path 
consisting of 1 -simplcxes none of which lies in 6E. 
Proof. Let I. be the subcomplex of E consisting of all the 2-simplexes which have 
at least two vertices in E, all the I-simplexes which have at least one vertex in E, and 
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all the vertices of these simplexes. Let L* be defined similarly for E*, then L U L* 
=&nL*= 6E and, since E and E* are connected, so are L and L*. Thus there is 
an exact Mayer-Vietoris sequence in reduced cohomology with Z2-coefficients: 
But s(L) = i?o(L*) = 0, since L and L* are connected, and zl@) = H1(@ = 0. 
Hence $(6E) = 0 and so 6E 1% connected. 
If g E G and a& a simplex of z, then u transformed by g is written go. Let F be 
a finite subset of K which co~+ains precisely one simplex above each simplex of K. 
If E is a 0-cochain of z with finite coboundary 6E, let b(E) denote the number of 
elements of 6E. Put b(E) = Cl, if E = 0. 
Lemma 4.2. Let E be a O-cochain, and suppose P = 6E is finite, non-empty and con- 
nected, then, for every g E G, at least one of b(E n gE), b(E n gE*), b(E* n gE), 
b(E* n gE*) is less than b(E). 
Proof. Suppose each of E n g!T, E n gE*, E* !7 gE, E* n gE* is non-empty, then 
P n gP If 8. For P is connected, and it has vertices in both gE and gE*. Thus P U gP 
has less than 2b(E) elements. Now each l-simplex of P UgP is contained in precisely 
two of the sets S(E n gE), S(E r7 gE*), S(E* n gE), S(E* n gE*). Therefore 
b(E n SE) + b(E f-1 gE*) + b(E” n gE) + b(E* n gE*) < 4b(E) , 
and the lemma follows immediately. 
Since K” is locally finite, there are only a finite number of connected sets with a 
fixed number of 1-simplexes which intersect F. It follows that there exists an infinite 
sequence P,, P2, . . . of non-empty, finite, connected 1-cocycles of K” (each Pi is the 
coboundary of two 0-cochains Ei and El?) which satisfies the following conditions: 
(a) if gPi = Pj for some g E 6, then i = j and g = I, 
(b) if P is a connected, finite 1-cocycle, then P = gPj for some i = 1,2, . . . . and 
some g E G, 
(c) b(Ei) < b(Ej> if i < j. 
It follows from Lemma 4.2 that for every i = 1, 2, . . . . and every g E G, at least 
one of b(Ei ngEij, b(Ei ngET,), b(EF ngEi), b(EIF ngE?j is less than b(Ei). 
If E is a 0-cochain of K” with 6E finite, and u. is a fixed vertex of F, then 
TE= (glguoEE} 
is an almost invariant subset of G. To see this, note that any path of 1-simplexes 
connecting vertices uI and u2 of z, transforms under g to a path connecting gul 
and gu2, and if E has finite coboundary, this path will intersect 6E for at most a 
finite number of elements g E G. Hence for almost all g E G, gul and gu2 both lie in 
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E or both lie in Fe’. Thus 
7E=r;plgv@E}g (glghvOEE)=rEh-l, 
for every h E It,!. Conversely, if S is an almost invariant subset of G, let 
KS = (sv Is E S, v is a vertex of F} . 
Let CJ E 6F, then o = (v, gv’) for some vertices v, v’ of F and g E G. Let U = 
&$(v, gv’) E SF}, then Uis finite since K” is locally finite. Let 
Now T is finite since S is almost invariant. But each element of 6~s must have a 
vertex of the form tv, where t E 7’ and v E F. Hence 6~s is finite. Clearly TKS = S. 
Put e = XG and I;Yi = X~~i,  = 1, 2, . . . . where the Pi = 6Ei satisfy conditions (a), 
(b) and (c). Let MO be the submodule of M(G) generated by e, and for k > 0, let 
Mk be the submodule generated by e, ml, m2, . . . . mk. 
Lemma 4.3. If E is a 0-cochain of z with b(E) < b(Ek), then x,~ E Mk _ 1 . 
Proof. The proof is by induction on b(E). Clearly the result is true if SE is connected. 
If 6E is not connected, then it follows from Lemma 4.1 that E or E* is not connected. 
If, say, E is not connected, let C be a connected component of E. We have E = C IJ D, 
D # 8, C n D = @, 5E = 6C U 6D and 6C f‘16D = @ By the induction hypothesis 
xTc, x,0 E Mk__ 1. Hence xTE = xTc + x,0 E Mk_ 1, and the lemma is proved. 
Let 8 : M(G) -+ D(G) be the homomorphism defined in Lemma 1.1. Put di = /IIiO 3 
i= 1,2, . . . . 
Lemma 4.4. The de&ations d, i = 1, 2, . . . , generate D(G j. 
Proof. i3y definition, M(G) is generated by the characteristic functions of the krost 
invariant subsets S of G. But S = TKS. It follows from Lemma 4.3 that M(G) is gene- 
rated by the set e, snl, t112, . .. . Since e0 = 0, it follows that D(G) is generated by 
(I,, d2, . . . . 
Recall that eG : G + ZG is the mappinggeG = 1 - g. 
Lemma 4.5. Let S be an almost ifnvaria/lt subset of G arld let d = ~0. Let H be a 
finitely generated subgroup of G arzd let prj : D(G j -+ Der( H, ZG) be the rcstrictiorl 
mapping. Theft dp H = feGpH for sime f E ZG’ if and on@ if’s is almost equal to a 
union of left cosets of H. 
Proof. If S g U, where U is a union of left cosets of H, then xs - xU = f can be r-e- 
garded as an element of ZG. Akc J&I = xu for every h E H. Hence X&H = 0, and 
so dpH = fop, = fe&./. Converse!y, if x,/8& = jk@H, there is a finite set F such 
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that xub, = X&-J, modulo 2. If I/ -2 t(’ is the disjoint union of U and F, it is easy 
to see that (U A F)Iz = I/L\ 12 for all h E H and the lemma follows at once. 
Note that it follows from [l] , Lemma 2.3, that for almost all cosetsgH of H 
eitliergHCSorgHCG-S=S*. 
Lemma 4.6. Let S be a11 ahwst iwariarlt subset oj’G. Sul~posc S ant S* are irlfinite, 
but that ,for cvqv g E G at least OIIC of S n gS, S n gS*, S* n gS, S* n gS* is finite, 
thcrl G call be dccomp~scd 
in such a wav that S is ahnos j qua1 to a trriiori 0,f kft coscts of X (or Y). 
Proof. This follows from the proof of the structure theorem in [ I] . For put 
K=~lgS%S},H=(glgS%‘or& S} and S, = &IS* n gS or S* ngS* finite), 
then it is shown in [l] , that S, z S, K <H are finite subgroups of G, and G has a 
decomposition as given above in which 
x= (ql(S, - K)g=S, - K} 
and 
Y=Hor{ql(S, -(II--K))g=SI ---(H---K)}. 
It’ Y = II, then, since H is finite and almost all cosets of H lie in S or S* it follows 
that S is almost equal to a union oi\ left cosets of Y. The result follows iu the other 
cases because S c S, :S, _&S, -(H-K). 
Definition. A finitely generated group G is said to be /3-indecomposable if it has no 
decomposition as an iINN-group G = (X, z IA? = L) with A’ finite. 
Frotn the theory of graphs of groups, it can be shown that if G is /3=indccompos- 
able then so is every factor of G, If n(G) is finite, then G is P_indecomposable by 
Theorem 3.4. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. The result for k = 1 follows from Lemma 4.6. 
Assume the result is true for k - - 1. Thus 
G = A *c II , C finite, Cf.4 , C#R , 
where cad1 of s,, sp. . ..‘I SK_ _ 1 is ahmost equal to a union of left cosets of A. Again, 
by Lemma 4.6, G hss a decomposition C;= S’ Q-’ Y’. where Sk is ahnost equal to 3 
union of left cosets of X’ and of Y’, Now A is /Gndecomposable sirzce G is Binde- 
By Theorem 6 of 141 sA cm be decomposed asa tree product of fac- 
iJidl is the iIlt~Jg;%Cti~Jl ofd with a canju te of ,.Y” or Y’, and for 
roups are finite. By Theorem 4 of [$) the e r can be taken to be 
may assume that e rmps are nut surjective. It cafr also be assumed 
that C lies in one of the vertex 8 s. For 6’ is finite. and so some conjugate of C 
must lie in one of the vertex groups. The decomposition ofA can be adjusted to 
ensure that this conjugate is C itself. Let uO denote a vertex of f for which C is con- 
tained in the corresponding vertex roup. There are at least two vertices of I‘ which 
belong to just one edge. Thus there is such a vertex v for which v + vO. Let X be the 
corresponding vertex group. It can be shown that <t’ = X *K Y, A’ finite, A’ # X, 
A’# Y. 
Now X is a subgroup of A, so each Si, i = 1, . . . . k -- 1, is almost equal to a union 
of icft cosets of X. Also X lies in a conjugate of X’ or Y’, say X C g- *X’g. Since Sk 
is almost equal to a union of left cosets of A”, we find Skg (and hence the almost 
equal set Sk) almost equals a union of left cosets of g- 1 X’g. The lemma follows im- 
mediately. 
proof. By Lemma 4.4, we can take D, to be the set {u’t , d,, . . . . d,,) for s~mt’ r > 0, 
where ‘li = x+.0. Let s be the smallest integer for which QH is not ;1 left multiple 
of tiff (or more correctly eGpH). If no such s exists, the lemma is trivially true. By 
Lenma 4.5 and the remark following it, there is at least one left coset gH for which: 
gH n ~h’$ and gH n T!$ are both infinite. Let gt H, g$, . . ..gkH be the set of all 
left cosets with this property. This set is finite by the remark following Lemma 4.5. 
Let Sj= Hng,$SJ= 1, 2, . . . . k. Let S = H n g- 1 rl$, be one of these sets, and 
put S* = H -- S. Then for every 11 E H at least one of S n IrS, S n Its*, S* n IIS, 
S* P IrS* is finite. For suppose, say b(g--kT n ltg--li:‘,) < b(Es), then putting 
IV = g-Q’* n hg- kS, we see that xTIV 
d, , d?,, l ::J,_ 1 - 
0 lies in the submodule of D(G) generated by 
hcc x,~,&Q~ = Se/, for so’~le I’E ZG. Therefore TCV is almost 
equal to a union Y)f left coscts of H. But H n 71t ’ = S* n hS has infinite complement, 
and so S* n ItS is Mte. Cy Lemma 4.7, H can be decomposed H = X Q- Y, K finite. 
A’ # X, h’ f Y, ir! such a way that every Sj is almost equal to a union of left CW% 
of X, Also, then TE, is a union of left cosets of X, and so, by Lemma 4.5, dsPdy =.I%* 
for somefE i&. Repeat the process with X replacing H and so on. Eventually a 
factor Q is obtained satisfying the required condition. 
Now we can prove the main result of this section. 
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Theorem 4.9. If G is an almost finitely presented group and A(G) is finitely generated, 
then G is accessible. 
Proof, Suppose G has an infinite factor H containing afinite subgroup F such that 
A(%A(H) -+A(?) is an isomorphism. Suppose F has smallest order n consistent 
with these conditions. Now 16~ “eH = 0, since A(F) Z 2,. Hence ne_II = f 1 h 1 + 
f2h2 -I- . . . + f$,., for some hi E-D(H), fi E IH, the augmentation ideal of ZH, i = 1, 
2 , . . . . Y. By the proofs of Theoszms 3.2 and 3.4, there exist gi ED(G), for which 
gipH = hi, i = 1, 2, . . . . r. By Ler lma 4.8, H has a factor Q for which gipQ = qieQ, for 
qi E ZG, i = 1,2, . . . . r. Hence 
If Q is infinite, then feQ = 0 itmplies f = 0. But n $E IG, and so there is a contradic- 
tion. Thus H has a finite factor Q. 
Since H is P_indecomposak.ie, rt to~~~ws that H = X *K Y, K finite, K # X, K # Y. 
Suppose IK I < n. By Corollary 3.3 either IA(X) c< n or A(Y) + A(K) is an isomor- 
phism. If A(Y) + A(K) is an isomorphism, then Y is infinite. But this contradicts 
the minimality of 11. Thus A(X) < n. Similarly A(Y) < n. But either X or Y contains 
a conjugate of F, contradicting Lemma 2.3. Thus IKi = n and X and Y are both infi- 
nite. We see that X and Y both satisfy the same conditions ask& and so successively 
decomposing X and Y can only give infinite factors. But H has a finite factor Q, and 
so we have a contradiction. 
Thus no infinite factor H of G contains afinite subgroup F for which A(H) s 
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